Dyabola + L’Anne Philologique

Research Guide: [https://libguides.wustl.edu/arhistory/archaeologymediterranean](https://libguides.wustl.edu/arhistory/archaeologymediterranean)

**Dyabola** is a search interface for a collection of databases from the German Archaeological Institute (DAI) in Rome. It includes the Archäologische Bibliographie, a major bibliographical database for classical art and archaeology which indexes books, journals and series, dating from 1956 to present.

- **Access (Dyabola)**
  To enter Dyabola, select ‘IP access’ and ‘Start’:

You will now see a list of databases (in German). Select the English flag for Archäologische Bibliographie.

- **Search/Browse (Dyabola)**
  Dyabola does not contain full text or abstracts. Browsing the Tree of Subject headings is a way to capture content under a topic that might not be discovered through Search (keyword).

**Search Options:**
- **Search** - Keyword searching *(cult images)*
- **Expert Search** - Search for a known author, title, etc. Case sensitive! *(Gruen NOT gruen!)*
- **Browse Tree of Subject headings** - Browse by topic. Click plus sign to expand topics. Recommended
- **Combine Results** - Narrow (AND*; NOT) or expand (OR) your Session Results using dropdown arrows. Name the New Result.

**Navigation:**
- **Search result options** - Use to return to the search screen.
- **Session Results** – Search results (sets of records) from current session.
- **Navigation (History)** - Individual records viewed

Questions? Please contact me!
Jennifer Akins, 935-4377, jakins@wustl.edu
Get Full Text (Dyabola)
Click on hyperlinked source for full title or select the ‘Parent’ tab to see full journal citation. Search the WU catalog for the journal or book. If not available, request via Interlibrary Loan/ILLiad: http://illiad.wustl.edu/illiad/logon.html

Print/Copy Results (Dyabola)
Go to the Export/ Print Results box. Select a result (set) from the dropdown menu and select export (print).

L'Année philologique Indexes scholarly publications (1924 to 1 calendar year ago) relating to the civilizations of ancient Greece and Rome (500 BCE to 800 CE). No full text, but some abstracts and general subjects.

Keyword/Free Search (L’Annee)
Tip: Use asterisk (*) to truncate or search all forms of a word.

Thematic/Browse Subjects (L’Annee)

Get Full Text (L’Annee)
Use Get it! button to connect to WU catalog, full text or request through ILL.

Questions? Please contact me!
Jennifer Akins, 935-4377, jakins@wustl.edu